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Course syllabus 

Praktisk textanalys och dramaturgi, 30 högskolepoäng 
Applied Text analysis and Dramaturgy, 30 credits 
 

Course code: S5078A Main Field of Study: Performing Arts and Media 
Department: Department of Acting Level of Progression: AXX 
Grading scale: Fail, Pass Established by: SADA’s Board of Education 
Education: Date of Decision: 2019-06-12 
Freestanding course Klicka och välj  
Education Cycle: Second Cycle Date of Revision: 20XX-MM-DD 
Subject group: SM1 Valid from: Spring term 2020 
Course Classification:  
Theatre 100%  

 

Entry requirements 
General entry requirements: for studies at the second cycle. 

Special entry requirements:  

• Bachelor's degree in Fine Arts  

• English 5  

Selection 
Admission test. 

Language of Instruction 
English as main language of instruction. 

Aim 
The purpose of the course is to provide students with reflective understanding of, and practical 
experience of dramaturgy, text and play analysis and the ability to analyse staging and 
performances. The purpose is also to provide students with tools to discuss, analyse and reflect 
on various texts, dramaturgies, theatrical traditions and different cultures. 

 

Course content 
The course provides an understanding of dramaturgy, text and play analysis and a practical and 
reflective introduction to work with text and context. The course examines how to read a text 
and how new perspectives break open through practical reflection. The course examines the role 
of the text in various stagings and examines how texts require different dramaturgical choices. 

Students will gain an insight into how playwrights, actors and directors work with text, as well 
as their thoughts and processes. Students will gain an insight into various methods in relation to 
analysis of texts’ practical and contextual as well as interpretive challenges. The course also 
examines how personal and creative research can be used in text and performance analysis. 
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Teaching methods and structure of course 

Lectures, seminars and exercises. Teaching methods will be integrated. 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
 
After completing the course the student is able to 

• 1) in an in-depth way, carry out an independent and detailed dramaturgical analysis of a 
play, texter och performance text 

• 2) use dramaturgical and analytical methods and concepts in relation to plays, texts and 
performances 

• 3) formulate a concept for staging 

• 4) analyse a staging/performance analysis 

• 5) use creative and critical perspectives in analysis. 
 

Examination  
 
Written examination in the form of an essay to be discussed at a final seminar. Applies to 
learning objectives 1, 2, 3 and 5. 

Opposition of fellow students' essays. Applies to learning objectives 1, 2, 3 and 5. 

Verbal individual presentation at special seminars. Applies to learning objectives 4 and 5. 
 

In special cases, such as in case of illness or injury, some parts can be examined by way of a 
special assignment. Each individual case will be evaluated in consultation between the teacher 
and health professionals, if applicable. 

Course requirements 
Students must participate in at least 80% of the lectures, seminars and exercises. 
Supplementation is required in case of additional absence.  

 

Grading criteria 
  
For the grade of pass : The student has met the stated learning outcomes.  

For the grade of fail: The student has not met the stated learning outcomes. 
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Study Resources 
 

Edgar, David (2009): 'How Plays Work', London: Nick Hern Books, kapitel 5. 

Fliotsos, Anne (2011) 'Interpreting the Playscript: Contemplation and Analysis', Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan 

Fuchs, Elinor (2004) 'EF's Visit to a small Planet: Some Questions to ask a play', Theater 59:34, 
p.5-9 

 

Reference literature: 

Aspelin, Kurt (1977): 'Teater Arbete. Texter för teori och praxis' Kontrakurs. Bokförlaget 
PAN/Nordstedts, Stockholm.  

Breum, Trine (2016) 'Film - Fortælling og Forførelse: Om filmdramaturgi og 
manuskriptskrivning', Books on Demand, 

Fink, Edward J. (2014) 'Dramatic Story Structure', London: Routledge 

Knopf, Robert (2017) 'Script Analysis for Theatre', London: Methuen 

Murray, Edward (1990) 'Varieties of Dramatic Structure', Lanham: University Press of America 

Smeds, Barbro (2000) 'Dramaturgi. Om Strukturer i dramatik och sceniska verk – formens 
innehåll och innehållets former', Dramatiska Institutets Häften, nr.3.  

 

Topical articles and literature as well as audiovisual materials will be added.  

 

Course evaluation 
The teacher must ensure students' views on the course are obtained systematically and regularly 
and that the results of evaluations in the forms approved by StDH are communicated back to the 
students and impact on the structure and development of the course. 

Replaces a previous course 
- 

Overlaps another course 
- 

Other Terms and Conditions 
- 
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